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Christopher AlexanderA New Pattern Language - Dr. Phillip Roös A Pattern Language Towns Buildings
One part of town is a permanent ... down existing rules or building basic infrastructure in a way that facilitates free action. But other times, A Pattern Language issues commands.
Christopher Alexander's Utopian Blueprint
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
MAKSYM BUDKO: (Non-English language spoken). MANN: He says he was thrown to his knees by two blasts as these missiles hit buildings on ... believe this is part of a pattern. They're seeing city ...
A Russian strike on a humanitarian hub is part of a pattern, Ukrainian officials say
The women are in high spirits, chatting animatedly, playfully sketching patterns on each other using ... She began to understand the language of the internet. “I used memes a lot, specific ...
The secret language of lesbian love
And as towns ... language creating “conditional uses” can open up a project to arduous review. According to Bryars, the Bennington County planner, if a use — say, apartment buildings ...
Updating zoning rules can create housing. How might that work?
Temporary foreign workers from Mexico are literally changing the face of the fishing industry in a town where the population has been getting smaller and older.
Hola, Glovertown
Sweetwater County was already buzzing with locals and visitors. Wyomingites and travelers from nearby states were planning to attend Flaming Gorge Days. After the pandemic, the event ...
Green River Strong: Recent tragedy brings tight-knit town closer
A quirky canal house in Amsterdam and a luxury travel experience feature in this month’s interior design picks.
Interiors inspiration: Design Week’s favourite new projects
Rich Sugg rsugg@kcstar.com Editor’s note: This story contains graphic and offensive language. While her children ... in the past few months alleging a pattern of severe racial harassment and ...
‘Hang them from a tree’: Family sues KC area school district, citing racist threats
A city is rising from the waters of the Indian Ocean. In a turquoise lagoon, just 10 minutes by boat from Male, the Maldivian capital, a floating city, big enough to house 20,000 people, is being ...
A floating city in the Maldives begins to take shape
A legacy filled improving buildings and areas ... kind of class to Chico. From the language houses to the Hotel Diamond, he spared no expense making the town that he loved more beautiful with ...
Wayne Cook, businessman who restored many historic Chico buildings, dies
Moshe Ben Harush was born in 1939 in Ksar es Souk in east-central Morocco, a large town now known ... cramped office at the old building of the Academy of the Hebrew Language in Jerusalem recently ...
For Israel’s language czar, reviving Hebrew means bringing it down from the tower
When we got sick, part of their love language was making sure we had clean ... My partner, David, is a minimalist, he doesn't love colour or pattern like I do. I wanted to make sure that the ...
How clean and beautiful sheets are a love-language for this family
The product features a pattern of markings ... the Paragon Arts and Industry Building in Easthampton. Although the project veers from her overarching visual language, Nowinski said there is ...
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